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[dante]
Depending on the situation, your needs and your state of
health, integrated electrical assistants can take care of
your personal well-being if you wish. From manually
adjustable headrests to swivel and battery functions.
Without any loss of comfort, its clear design also visually
underlines this technically progressive claim.

seat/back

turntable leg

contrasting thread
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Armchairs

Accessories

MD

MDR

SX

SF

individual armchair incl.
motor function without
diamond stitching

individual armchair incl.
motor function with
diamond stitching

5-spoke-metal-leg no
surcharge for ind. armc.

30/37/43/18

30/37/43/18

4-spoke metal leg, nickel
glazed
steel for surcharge for ind.
armc.

item no. for fct. w/ battery
pack = AKKU (surcharge)

item no. for fct. w/ battery
pack = AKKU (surcharge)
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All measurements are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. Please note that there may be deviations of +/- 1 inch due to the filling material used and its padding.
Please contact us if you require more precise information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Flexible
headrest
Every article is
equipped with
stageless
headrest
adjustment
for standard.

Seat- /back
adjustment
The armchairs
have a
motorised
seat- /back
adjustment
for standard.
For surcharge the function is available
with battery pack.

Metal colours
for legs
The leg can be
ordered in the
implementation high-gloss
chrome or
powder-coated black. Please indicate when ordering.

Order checklist

Order information
Seam appearance:
Decorative, felled or double seams may appear different in
fabric and leather versions. For manufacturing reasons,
seams may be left out of the fabric version or replaced with
simple seams.
Contrasting thread:
This model is available in leather and some fabric colours
with contrasting colour thread on request at no extra
charge. You will find the specified colours on the cover sheet
of the individual leather qualities in our fabric/leather
trolley. Please always state the contrast thread number,
otherwise it will be delivered tone in tone.
Please note: If the contrasting thread implementation is
odered, the tufting of the armchair M DR is produced
without contrasting thread tone to tone.
All dimensions given are approximate measurements in
inches. We reserve the right to make changes. The
dimensions are given in width/depth/height/seat
height. The swivel legs protrude. The dimensions are
given excluding this protrusion.
Seat depth: approx. 22 in
Seat depth with function: approx. 40 in
Seat width front: approx. 20 in
Armpart width: approx. 5 in
Armpart height: approx. 24 in
Crease formation:
Cover material stretches to a lesser or larger extent under
the influence of body weight, which can lead to the
formation of creases in the cover. This visual change does
not affect use, function and life span and it is not a defect.
Rotary limitation:

Contrasting
thread
In some
leather and
fabric colours
this model can
be supplied
with a
contrasting-coloured thread, at no
surcharge.

• Item no. and cover
• Seat- /back adjustment by motor with
battery pack (surcharge)
• Leg design
• 4-spoke metal leg nickel satinized
(surcharge)
• Metal colour for leg
• Contrasting thread

The armchairs with stream supply by net cable are defeated
by a rotary limitation to maximum 355° what serves for the
protection of the net cable.
Adjustment by motor with battery pack:
Please pay attention that with using the adjustment by
double motor with battery pack the battery has to be
charged completely every 4 to 6 weeks, also if the function
wasn’t used regularly.
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Upholstered furniture frame structure

Upholstered furniture made with passion.
Your model is the product of German design and engineering. The family-owned company W.SCHILLIG has more
than 70 years’ experience of technical skill, trend-setting ideas, attractive design and know-how from Germany.
The result is upholstered furniture that guarantees first class comfort and attention to detail. We keep sustainability and protection of resources in mind when choosing the materials we use.

1. Frame - metal construction
2. Seat suspension with permanently elastic wave springs
3. Seat upholstery structure of ergo-PUR-foam with diolen cover
4. Back suspension with suspension
5. Back upholstery structure of ergo-PUR-foam with diolen cover

The RAL quality mark for furniture stands for the
certain knowledge that this is a non-hazardous
piece of furniture of reliably high quality and with
an attractive design. The Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel makes sure of this with numerous
tests. Inspections also safeguard the testing
system.

The highest European accolade for
systematic, in-house, environmental
management. Improvement of
environmental protection services.

Legs

5-spoke base diff.
metal col.

4-spoke leg,
surcharge

F 99

F 1D

Leg designs:
Following leg designs are available:
F 99 - 5-spoke leg (item no. SX), available in different metal colours
F 1D - 4-spoke-leg, nickel-satined, for surcharge(item no. SF).
Metal colours:
The 5-spoke leg F 99 is available in different metal colours. Please
indicate the colour when ordering.
Powder-coated:
The colour M99 black is powder-coated.

Available metal colours

high-gloss chr.

black

M20

M99
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